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Abstract
The development of a successful Identity Ecosystem requires an interdisciplinary
approach, with close collaboration between professionals who specialize in the five
dimensions of Identity: Law, Business, Policy, Technology, and Society. Unfortunately
one of those dimensions, authentication technology, has become extremely complex
and difficult to understand for experts in the other dimensions. In fact, several silos
have emerged within authentication technology, and technologists immersed in one
silo often find it difficult to understand the work being done in other silos. This is
a serious obstacle to the development of an Identity Ecosystem. To overcome this
obstacle, it is necessary to develop a conceptual framework that makes it possible to
describe authentication technologies and their practical implications in terms that are
both accurate and comprehensible to non-specialists, by abstracting away operational
concepts from the technical details. As a step in that direction we survey and classify
a wide range of technologies, and delineate their privacy postures.
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Introduction

The development of a successful Identity Ecosystem requires an interdisciplinary approach,
with close collaboration between professionals who specialize in the five dimensions of Identity: Law, Business, Policy, Technology, and Society. Unfortunately one of those dimensions,
authentication technology, has become extremely complex and difficult to understand to experts in the other dimensions.
In fact, several silos have emerged within authentication technology, and technologists
immersed in one silo often find it difficult to understand the work being done in other silos. For example, the privacy-enhancing cryptographic technologies used in U-Prove [1] and
Idemix [2] pertain to a highly specialized field of mathematical cryptography. At meetings of
the Internet Identity Workshop,1 whose unusual unconference format facilitates free-flowing
discussion, it was clear after the launch of the National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC) that few computer scientists who did not specialize in privacy-enhancing
cryptography could evaluate the practical benefits and drawbacks of U-Prove and Idemix
and the practical differences between the two systems. Conversely, we conjecture that few
1

The Internet Identity Workshop (IIW), focused on user-centric digital identity, is held twice a year in
Mountain View, California. It has a web site at http://internetidentityworkshop.com.
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mathematicians working on privacy-enhancing cryptography understand the complexities of
OAuth and OpenID Connect. The documentation being developed by the OAuth working
group [3] includes, as of this writing, four RFCs2 , eight Internet Drafts classified as working
group documents, and thirteen Internet Drafts classified as related documents; and OpenID
Connect is an extension of OAuth that adds seven specifications of its own [4] to the OAuth
documentation.
This is a serious obstacle to the development of an Identity Ecosystem. To overcome
this obstacle, it is necessary to develop a conceptual framework that makes it possible to
describe authentication technologies and their practical implications in terms that are both
accurate and comprehensible to non-specialists, by abstracting away operational concepts
from the technical details. As a step in that direction we survey and classify a wide range of
technologies, and delineate their privacy postures. Privacy is by no means the only aspect
of authentication technology in need of clarification, but it is the most challenging, because
insufficient attention has often been paid to the privacy implications of Internet technologies.3
The table in page 3 summarizes the privacy features of the authentication technologies
that we will be discussing. Each row of the table refers to a technology or class of technologies.
The subdivisions within the set of rows and the checkmarks in the first six columns sketch
out a faceted classification of the technologies, which we find helpful in understanding what
technologies provide what features. We discuss this classification below in Section 2. The
other seven columns correspond to seven privacy features that can be used to roughly describe
the privacy posture of each technique. We discuss the features in Section 3, and the privacy
postures in Section 4, before concluding in Section 5.

2

Classification of Authentication Technologies

A key distinction to be made among authentication technologies is between those designed
for two-party authentication, where a user authenticates to a service provider as a returning
user, indicated by a checkmark in column 1 of the table, and those involving a third-party
that identifies the user or asserts user attributes to a relying party, indicated by a checkmark
in column 2.4 Third-party authentication is called federated authentication when the third
party and the relying party belong to different organizations.
Of course a third-party authentication technology can be used for returning user authentication by letting the third party and the relying party be one and the same. A checkmark
in column 1 means that the technology can only be used for two-party authentication.
Another distinction that can be made among authentication technologies is whether the
purpose of the technology is to identify the user (column 3), or to provide attributes that
may or may not uniquely identify the user (column 4), or both. A third party that uniquely
identifies the user is called an identity provider while a third party that asserts user attributes
2

RFCs (Request for Comments) are formal publications of the Internet Engineering Task Force.
Historically, little attention was paid to security and privacy in the early days of the Internet. A conscious
effort was later made to improve security, and today most Internet-related specifications include a security
considerations section. But privacy has lagged behind, in spite of great work done by early pioneers. More
attention is being paid to privacy today, but few specifications still have a privacy considerations section.
4
We use the generic term service provider to refer to an online service accessible through a web API, a
web site, a web application, a back-end of a native application running on a mobile device, etc. A relying
party is a service provider that learns user attributes from a third-party.
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is called an attribute provider.
Yet another distinction, indicated by columns 5 and 6, is between closed-loop and openloop authentication, a terminology that we introduce in this paper. We refer to a party
that issues or registers a credential as a credential authority (or a certificate authority when
the credential is a certificate).5 In third-party authentication the identity and/or attribute
provider (IAP) is a credential authority. In two-party authentication the service provider
is a credential authority. We say that authentication is closed-loop when the credential
authority that issues or registers a credential is later responsible for verifying possession
of the credential at authentication time. We say that authentication is open-loop when
possession is verified instead by a relying party.6
Two-party authentication can only be closed-loop, but third-party authentication may
be closed-loop or open-loop. Examples of third-party closed-loop authentication technologies include OpenID and Shibboleth. Examples of third-party open-loop authentication
technologies include U-Prove, Idemix, and public key certificates.
Third-party closed-loop authentication gives rise to a privacy drawback that is peculiar
to it. Since the IAP is responsible for verifying credential possession, it must be involved in
the authentication event, and as a result it is informed of the fact that the user is using the
credential for authenticating to a relying party, and of the identity of the relying party. The
IAP can thus observe and record all the authentication events that make use of the credential,
without having to collude with the relying parties to that purpose. This drawback is difficult
to avoid.7 We refer to it in column 7 as lack of unobservability.
The table highlights yet another classification facet by subdividing the rows of the table
into four groups, according to how the user’s identity or attributes are communicated to
the service provider. This is useful because it groups technologies by technical similarity.
The first group (rows 1–4) comprises technologies where the user authenticates to a service
provider with a bearer credential.8 The second group (rows 5–11) comprises technologies
where a relying party receives a secondary bearer credential from an IAP via a web browser.
The third group (rows 12–17) comprises technologies where the user’s computing device
proves possession of a cryptographic credential directly to a relying party. The fourth group
(row 18) consists of a single technology whereby a relying party obtains user attributes
directly from an attribute provider after identifying the user.
5

Credentials such as certificates, U-Prove tokens or Idemix anonymous credentials are jointly created by
the user’s computing device and a credential authority. We say that those credentials are issued by the
credential authority. Other credentials, such as passwords or uncertified key pairs, are entirely created by
the user or the user’s computing device, and then registered with the credential authority.
6
We use the term “closed-loop” because the credential “loops back” to the issuer; “open-loop” simply
means that there is no loopback. Also, the party that issues or registers the credential is “in the loop” in
closed-loop authentication, but “out of the loop” in open-loop authentication.
7
We proposed to avoid it by letting the browser hide the identity of the relying party from the IAP [5];
but that requires substantial modifications of standard browser functionality. More recently, Anil John has
proposed hiding the identity of the relying party behind a proxy [6]; but then the proxy is able to observe
the authentication events.
8
A bearer credential is a datum that authenticates any party that produces it, without that party having
to provide other evidence (such as knowledge of a private key).
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Privacy Features

Columns 7–13 correspond to seven privacy features, and indicate which features are provided
by each of the technologies.
Column 7, Unobservability by identity or attribute provider, is concerned with whether a
third party that issues or registers credentials is able to observe how those credentials are
presented by the user to relying parties. The unobservability feature is not applicable to
two-party authentication.
Column 8, Free choice of identity or attribute provider, is relevant to third-party authentication technologies that lack unobservability. Since the credential authority observes how
the credential is used, it matters to the privacy posture whether the user is free to choose a
third party that she trusts. This issue is further discussed below in Section 4.2.
Column 9, Anonymity, shows whether or not a technology may allow the user to remain
anonymous while authenticating to a service provider, in the sense of not having to provide
personally identifiable information (PII) that uniquely identifies the user in a broader context
than that of the service provider.
Column 10, Selective Disclosure, is relevant to third-party authentication, and refers to
the ability to present to a relying party partial information extracted or derived from a
credential. A simple form of selective disclosure is to be able to disclose some but not all of
the attributes in a credential. A sophisticated example of selective disclosure, supported by
Idemix, is to be able to prove that the user is old enough to purchase liquor based on a date
of birth included in a credential without disclosing the date of birth.
Columns 11–13 are concerned with unlinkability, i.e. with the extent to which a credential can be used to track a user. The terminology comes from the literature on privacyenhancing cryptography. Issue-Show Unlinkability (column 11) means that it it not possible
to determine whether the same credential is involved in a given issuance event and a given
authentication event. Multishow Unlinkability by Different Parties (column 12) means that
it is not possible to determine whether the same credential has been used to authenticate to
two different parties. Multishow Unlinkability by Same Party (column 13) means that it is
not possible to determine whether the same credential has been used to authenticate to the
same party on two different occasions.
Unlinkability is usually a concern in scenarios involving an IAP and multiple relying
parties. However there are two-party authentication scenarios where issue-show unlinkability
and multishow unlinkability by the same party would be relevant and desirable for the sake
of user privacy.
For example, suppose that a web site providing high quality medical information for
patients offers paid subscriptions. A user who visits the site after buying a subscription
must be recognized as a returning user. However the site may want to provide anonymous
access, to give the user confidence that their medical concerns are not relayed to medical
insurance companies. That requires issue-show unlinkability, so that user visits cannot be
linked to payment information that would identify the user. Multishow unlinkability would
further increase confidence by preventing the linking of multiple visits which in combination
could potentially help identify the user.
None of the two-party technologies in the table provides unlinkability. However a thirdparty technology can be used for two-party authentication; so a service provider could issue
U-Prove tokens to its users to provide issue-show unlinkability, or Idemix anonymous cre5

dentials to provide both issue-show and multishow unlinkability.
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Privacy Postures

4.1

Group 1: User Authenticates to Service Provider with Bearer
Credential

This group comprises ordinary passwords and one-time passwords (OTPs) used in conjunction with a user ID chosen by the user or an email address.
Ordinary passwords have serious security vulnerabilities, but they have one important
privacy feature: they provide anonymity for returning-user authentication if used in conjunction with a user ID freely chosen by the user (row 1).
One-time passwords (OTPs) are short-term passwords generated at regular intervals in
a sequence determined by a secret seed [7]. Like ordinary passwords, they are used in
conjunction with a user ID or an email address; they may also be used in conjunction with
an ordinary password or a PIN for two-factor authentication. OTPs can be generated by
the user with a fob or an application (row 2), or sent to the user by text or voice messaging
or by email (row 3). User-generated OTPs can provide anonymity if the user registers the
OTP seed and a freely chosen user ID without providing any PII; we indicate this by an
anonymity checkmark in row 2 even though this is not typically done today. Sending OTPs
to the user voids anonymity because the service provider must be told where to send them.
Row 4 refers to an ordinary password or OTP used in conjunction with an email address,
which voids anonymity.
Issue-show unlinkability and multishow unlinkability by the same party are not provided
by passwords or OTPs, and other features besides anonymity are not applicable.

4.2

Group 2: Relying Party Receives Secondary Bearer Credential From IAP

This group includes seven third-party closed-loop authentication technologies (rows 5–11),
which use similar browser-based mechanisms: the relying party directs the browser to the
IAP, which authenticates the user and directs the browser back to the relying party, sending
a secondary credential to the relying party via the browser. The secondary credential is a
bearer credential that discloses user attributes to the relying party and authenticates the
browser as acting on behalf of the user to whom the attributes apply.9 The identity or
attribute provider may authenticate the user directly upon presentation of a user credential
(typically a user ID and a password, but sometimes a public key certificate and its associated
private key [8]), or indirectly upon presentation by the browser of an authentication cookie
demonstrating that the user has logged in earlier and a login session is in progress. Some of
the seven technologies require the IAP to ask the user’s consent before disclosing attributes
to the relying party, some do not. When consent is not required, third-party authentication
takes place without user intervention once the user has logged in to the IAP, and is therefore
a form of single sign-on (SSO).
9

The attributes may be disclosed in a signed statement, or they may be retrievable by the relying party
from the identity or attribute provider upon presentation of the secondary credential.
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The following technologies are included in this group:
• The historical Microsoft Passport [9] (row 5), later called Windows Live ID and now
simply referred to as Microsoft account. It was originally positioned as single sign-on
for ecommerce, but had to be repositioned after being criticized on privacy grounds.
• SAML Browser SSO Profile [10] (row 6), an OASIS standard used for federated authentication by corporations and government organizations, and its derivative Shibboleth
[11] (row 7) used by research and education institutions.
• OpenID [12], a standard of the OpenID Foundation (row 8), and the Identity, Credential and Access Managment (ICAM) profile of OpenID 2.0 [13] for authentication
of citizens conducting transactions with the Federal government at Level of Assurance
(LOA) 1 (row 9).
• OAuth [3], an IETF proposed standard often used for social login, where a user authorizes a web site or application to access her account at a social network and to obtain
her identity and attributes from the account (row 10).
• OpenID Connect [4], a standard under development by the OpenID Foundation, that
extends OAuth with features found in OpenID (row 11).
As third-party closed loop authentication technologies, these technologies keep the identity provider informed of the user’s authentication events, and thus lack unobservability.
Microsoft Passport allowed no choice of IAP: Microsoft was the only one. SAML Browser
SSO profile provides a mechanism for allowing the user to discover available IAPs and Shibboleth uses it to implement a fourth-party service that allows the user to indicate the IAP of
her home institution. OpenID provides full freedom of choice, allowing the user to choose an
IAP unknown to the relying party. When it was introduced, OpenID evangelists emphasized
that a developer with access to a web server could create her own IAP and have it accepted
by any relying party. The ICAM OpenID profile restricts the choice of IAP to a list of
ICAM-approved providers that the relying party presents to the user. OAuth requires the
relying party to register with the IAP in order to establish a shared secret, so the user can
only choose among those IAPs that the relying party has registered with. OpenID Connect
is an extension of OAuth, but provides freedom of choice with features that allow the relying
party to learn the user’s preferred IAP and register with it on the fly.
The technologies in this group are primarily intended to identify the user, but two of
them can be used to provide attributes while preserving anonymity. Shibboleth makes no
distinction between user identity and user attributes, the user’s identity being defined by one
or more attributes, and the IAP is free to only disclose to the relying party attributes that
do not uniquely identify the user. This is indicated by a checkmark in column 9. OpenID
makes a distinction between a “Claimed Identifier”, which is supported by the main OpenID
2.0 protocol, and user attributes, which are supported by protocol extensions. Theoretically,
the identity provider may omit the claimed identifier and only include attributes in the
secondary credential, thus providing anonymity. However, we doubt that OpenID has ever
been used in this manner, so we have not included a checkmark in column 9. The ICAM
profile of OpenID provides anonymity by requiring the identity provider to supply different
identifiers for the same user to different relying parties [13, §3.4.2].
7

In the context of third-party closed-loop authentication, selective disclosure refers to
the selection of the attributes that the identity provider discloses to the relying party by
means of the secondary credential. In Microsoft Passport, according to [9], the user was
able to choose the attributes to be disclosed. In the other six technologies the disclosed
attributes are determined by the identity provider and/or the relying party without user
input at authentication time. In OpenID (including the ICAM profile), OAuth, and OpendID
Connect the user is asked for consent before the attributes are disclosed, while in the SAML
Browser SSO profile and in Shibboleth she is not.
Most of the technologies in the group lack unlinkability because they lack anonymity.
Shibboleth provides multishow unlinkability by different parties and by the same party when
it only discloses attributes that do not uniquely identify the user. The ICAM profile of
OpenID provides multishow unlinkability by different relying parties.

4.3

Group 3: User’s Device Proves Possession of Cryptographic
Credential to Service Provider

The first three technologies in this group (rows 12–14) are all based on public key cryptosystems, but they have very different security postures:
• An uncertified key pair (row 12) pertaining to a public key cryptosystem that provides
digital signatures, such as RSA, DSA or ECDSA, can be used for two-party authentication to a service provider by registering the public key with the service provider and
later demonstrating knowledge of the private key by using it to sign a challenge [14]. It
has the same privacy posture as an ordinary password (but much stronger security!).
• A public key certificate (row 13) binds a public key to one or more attributes that
may or may not uniquely identify the user. The user demonstrates knowledge of
the associated private key when she presents the certificate. In a common set-up a
certificate authority issues an X.509 certificate [15] which the browser presents as a
TLS client certificate [16]; the certificate and associated private key may be stored
in a smartcard (e.g. a PIV card) connected to the user’s computer and accessible to
the brower. But alternative certificate formats have emerged, such as the JSON Web
Token used as one authentication option in Mozilla’s BrowserID/Persona technology
[17].
A known flaw in the TLS protocol causes the client certificate to be sent in the
clear, causing global observability. However this should be viewed as a security issue of SSL/TLS rather than a privacy flaw of public key certificates. Discounting this
flaw, public key certificates provide unobservability by the issuer and may also provide
anonymity, since the attributes in the certificate do not necessarily identify the user.
However they do not provide selective disclosure or unlinkability.
• A structured certificate (row 14) [18] binds a public key to a hash tree of attributes,
allowing the user to choose which attributes are hashed and which are disclosed when
the certificate is presented. It has the same privacy posture as an X.509 public key
certificate except that it provides selective disclosure, thus occupying a middleground
between public-key cryptography and privacy-enhancing cryptography.
8

The last three technologies in the group (rows 15–17) are concerned with Idemix and UProve, two privacy-enhancing authentication technologies that have been implemented and
are being used in several pilots.
Idemix [2] features two kinds of credentails: Idemix pseudonyms (row 15) and Idemix
anonymous credentials (row 16). An Idemix pseudonym is used for two-party returninguser authentication. It is similar to an uncertified key pair10 and has the same privacy
posture. An Idemix anonymous credential, on the other hand, is used for third-party openloop authentication, and provides full privacy, including unobservability, anonymity, selective
disclosure (including the ability to prove that a numeric attribute is greater or less than
a numeric constant without disclosing its value), issue-show unlinkability, and multishow
unlinkability by the same party or different parties.
U-Prove credentials, called U-Prove tokens [1] (row 17), are used for third-party open-loop
authentication. They provide unobservability, anonymity, selective disclosure (but not the
ability to prove that a numeric attribute is greater or less than a numeric constant without
disclosing its value), and issue-show unlinkability. However they do not provide multishow
unlinkability; to avoid being tracked by token presentations to relying parties, the user
must obtain multiple tokens from the issuer, and present different tokens to different relying
parties.

4.4

Group 4: Relying Party Retrieves User Attributes from Attribute Provider

This group comprises a single technology, Backend Attribute Exchange (BAE) [19] (row 18),
an ICAM protocol that allows a relying party to retrieve user attributes directly from an authoritive source after the user has authenticated and been uniquely identified. This protocol
is exceptional: a credential is not used to obtain the attributes, so the technology cannot be
classified as either closed-loop or open-loop authentication.
BAE has practical advantages, but not in the area of privacy. Since the attribute provider
is queried by the relying party, it is informed of the authentication event; hence there is
no unobservability; and the user does not choose the attribute provider. Since the user
must be uniquely identified in order to retrieve her attributes there is no anonymity and
no unlinkability. And the relying party can obtain any attributes it wants, without user
consent, so there is no selective disclosure.

5

Conclusion

The complexity of authentication technology is a serious obstacle to the development of an
Identity Ecosystem because it stands in the way of effective cross-disciplinary work. To
overcome this obstacle we have called for the development of a conceptual framework that
will make it possible to describe authentication technologies in terms that are both accurate
and comprehensible to non-specialists, by abstracting away operational concepts from the
technical details. As a step in that direction we have sketched a faceted classification of a wide
10

It differs from an uncertified key pair in that it embeds two secrets, a master secret shared with all of the
user’s pseudonyms and anonymous credentials, and an additional random secret specific to each pseudonym;
and in that it can be used in conjunction with anonymous credentials in zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge.
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range of authentication technologies, and evaluated those technologies against seven privacy
criteria. We hope that this will stimulate further work towards facilitating an actionable
understanding of authentication technologies.
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